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Summary

The reactor RO is a critical facility built for heavy water and

natural uranium or fuel of low enrichment,, The first criticality was

achieved September 25, 1959.

During a first period of more than two years the RO will be

operated as a bare reactor in order to simplify interpretation of

results.

The reactor tank is 3. 2 m high and 2. 25 m in diameter. The

fuel suspension system is quite flexible in order to facilitate fuel

exchange and lattice variations. The temperature of the water can be

varied between about 10 and 90 C by means of a heater and a cooler

placed in the external circulating system.

The instrumentation of the reactor has to meet the safety

requirements not only during operation but also during rearrangements

of the core in the shut-down state. Therefore, the shut-down state

is always defined by a certain low "safe" moderator level in the

reactor tank. A number of safety rods are normally kept above the

moderator ready for action.

For manual or automatic control of the reactor power a

specially designed piston pump is needed, by which the moderator

level is varied. The pump speed is controlled from the reactor

power error by means of a Ward-Leonard system.

Moderator level measurement is made by means of a water

gauge with an accuracy of _+ 0. 1 mm.
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THE SWEDISH ZERO POWER REACTOR RO

Part I. MECHANICAL DESIGN

by Olof Landergård and Kaj Cavallin

The reactor RO is an experimental reactor built for critical

measurements on systems of heavy water and natural uranium or

fuel of low enrichment. The maximum power is limited to 50 W.

RO went critical for the first time on September 25, 1959

about 2 l/2 years after the projection work. During a first period of

more than two years the RO will be operated as a bare reactor in

order to simplify interpretation of results (Fig, 1.), In this case

the power is limited to about 1 W.

RO has been erected in a (separate) building which contains the

reactor hall, laboratories and offices (Fig. 2).. The reactor hall is

32 m long, 12 m wide and 15 m high. It is neither gastight nor pressure-

proof. The wall material for the reactor hall has been chosen with the

purpose in mind of minimizing back scattering of neutrons from the

walls, when measurements are made on the bare reactor, i. e, without

reflector and radiation shield. The ventilation system in the reactor

hall is of conventional design.

General Design

The fuel elements are suspended in a regular pattern by girders

inside a box-shaped top structure into a reactor tank (Fig. 3). Heavy

water is pumped from a storage tank into the reactor tank to the level

required for criticality.

The fuel elements can be arranged into various configurations

without having to open the top box. They are moved manually from the



outside by means of mechanical devices. On top of the box there is a

circular lid. which can be turned. By turning the lid to the proper angle

any fuel element in the tank can easily be exchanged through a small

opening in the lid. Charging and replacement of fuel elements is done

by a telpher block suspended from an over-head travelling crane.

Control rods are suspended by travelling girders inside the top-

box, which also houses apparatus for neutron physical measurements.

At present measurements are made on the bare reactor, i. e.

without reflector and radiation shield. When, the reflector is used, the

reactor tank is surrounded on all sides er.cept on top by a 0. 6 ra thick

graphite layer. The radiation shield is located outside the graphite and

is erected of large iron ore concrete blocks 0. 85 m thick. The top of

the reactor is covered by 2 big iron ore cosierete blocks 0. 7 m thick.

These blocks are equipped with wheels and can thus be moved apart to

uncover the rotating lid on top of the superstructure, through which the

fuel elements can be exchanged.

The top box rests upon a ste«l framework, which also carries

the weight of the fuel elements and the top shield. Platforms are located

around the top box and on top of the reactor.

The storage tank, pumps, neatisig and cooling units for the heavy

water, drying units and servo motor units for portioning small quantities

of water are located in the basement below the reactor hall.

The Heavy-Water System

The heavy-water system consists of a storage tank, a reactor tank

and a number of pipes connecting these two tanks (Fig. 4). To make

measurements possible in the heavy water at different temperatures

cooling and heating units are connected to the system. There is also an

ion exchanger for purification of the heavy water and equipment to measure

the water flow rate and to control the v/ater level in both reactor and

storage tank.



Fig. 1. The bare RO assembly
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5*ig. 2 The reactor building

Pumps are used to circulate the heavy water in the system under

cooling, heating or at constant (thermostatically controlled) temperature.

The water in the reactor tank can through a pipe with large diameter be

dumped rapidly into the storage tank by means of a specially designed

quick-acting valve.

3

The storage tank with a capacity of about 13.4 m is made of 8 mm

aluminium. It is a cylinder with convex ends designed to withstand both

internal and external pressure. It is supplied with man-hole and a

required number of pipe connections for heavy - water inlet and outlet,

purge gas and D?O-level indicator.



Fig. 3. The zero power reactor RO; (1) Reactor tank and fuel elements,
(2) top box with windows, (3) rotating lid with opening, (4) maneuver -
rods for moving fuel elements, (5) safety mechanism, (6) graphite reflector,
(7) radiation shield of iron ore concrete, (8) door to radiation shield,
(9) removable shield in two sections, (10) storage tank for heavy water,
(11) cooler for heavy water, (12) heater for heavy water, (13) inlet pipe
for heavy water, (14) outlet pipe for heavy water, (15) quick-acting
safety valve, (16) control room.



Fig. 4. Heavy water flow diagram
Top Box

Maneuver
side



The reactor tank is 3200 mm high and 2250 mm in diameter. It
3

holds 12.7 m and is manufactured of high-grade aluminum. The thick-

ness of the aluminum is 6 mm except in the bottom where it is 10 mm.

The upper part of the tank has a 95 mm wide and 45 mm thick flange,

supplied with a rubber gasket forming a tight seal between tank and top-

box. The bottom slopes slightly towards a pipe connection in the center

to ensure complete drainage of the tank. Adjacent to the tank flange

there is an overflow pipe connection.

The heavy-water inlet, circulation and outlet pipes and the purge

gas pipe have diameters of 60, 75, 132 and 110 mm and a wall thick-

nesses of 5.5, 6 and 5 mm respectively. All pipe connections are

supplied with flanges and have rubber gaskets for sealing purpose.

Except the purge gas pipe connecting the storage tank with the

top box, all pipes are connected to a coaxial main pipe leading to the

bottom of the reactor tank. The main pipe has an inner inlet pipe and

an outer circulation and outlet pipe. Since no water-pockets may exist

in the pipelines they slope slightly towards the storage tank. The same

requirements are applicable to valves and expansion boxes.

The valves are in general hand wheel operated. Valves for

water inlet circulation and outlet are remotely operated with airpressure.

The quick-acting drainage valve is remotely operated manually.

A glandless motor pump unit is used to pump the heavy water

into the reactor tank. The induction motor has a canned rotor and

develops 4.4 kW at 2800 rpm, The capacity is 360 l/min at an inlet

water head of'25 m. All parts of the pump in contact with liquid are

made of acid-resistant steel, and the sintered bearings are lubricated

by heavy water. The stator winding is silicone-insulated to withstand high

working temperatures.

The heavy water temperature is kept at a proper value by using

a cooler or a heater. The cooling system of tube-type consists on the

secondary side of a unit with 27 tubes for cooling by salt sea water and

on the primary side of a unit with 51 tubes for cooling of the heavy water.

An intermediate loop, in which low-quality heavy water circulates,
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connects the two coolers. They are designed according to the counter-

flow principle, and the water in the loop is circulated by a centrifugal

pump. Sodium phosphate is solved in the loop water in order to give a

medium with high conductivity. In the case of a break in any tube, which

is in contact with the heavy water of the reactor the conductivity meter

close the cooler causes alarm.

For cleaning of the heavy water there is an ion exchange circuit,

consisting of an ion exchange column with a wet volume 01 approximately
3

10 dm , filles with ion exchange resins of mixed-bed type. The.resins

cannot stand temperatures above 50 C, and water of higher temperature

is therefore cooled in a tube-cooler. Conductivity meters before and

after the ion exchanger give information about changes in the conductivity

of the water.

The water flow rate is measured both in the feed pipe and in the

ion exchange circuit. Both flow meters are of rotameter type and for
3 3

a maximum flow of 400 dm /min and 8 dm /min respectively. The flow

meter in the feed pipe indicates the flow by having the rotating cone

connected to the core in an induction coil, which in turn gives remote

indication of the water flow rate. The meter in the ion exchange circuit

is designed for direct reading.

For automatic power-control of the reactor by varying the water

level in the reactor tank, there is in the heavy water system a control

unit of servo motor type. The cylinder diameter is 320 mm and its

length 1250 mm. The actuator is a Ward-Leonard system with a

multiple-disk brake for static breaking at rest. The motor is connected

to a three shift transmission whose outgoing pinion-equipped shaft drives

a rack mounted on the piston rod. The water pressure on the piston

is balanced by a counter weight. A goniometer and a potentiometer

both connected to the rack give remote indication to and make remote

operation from the control room possible.

The Top Box of the Reactor

Inside the top box, which rests on the steel frame, there are

travelling girders carrying the fuel elements, control rods and the

apparatus for neutron physical measurements and also mechanical

devices for rearrangement of the fuel elements, control rods and

other apparatus. (Fig. 5 and 6.)



The box is made of aluminum and measures 3350 x 3450 x 1625 mm.

It is designed as a self-supporting all-welded box construction, the

frame of which is made of profile-beams. The top has a circular opening

2450 mm in diameter, covered by a lid which can be turned. The

bottom also has a circular opening, which matches the top of the reactor

tank. All four sides have windows of laminated glass. In order to

provide greater access to the interior of the top box some of the windows

can be opened. On top there are also small boxes for connection terminal

boards, pneumatic appliances and illumination.

The turnable lid consists of a frame, cast in Hydronalium (an

aluminum alloy) with mounted double-windows having laminated glass

on the inside and plexiglass on the outside. Along a diameter of the lid

there are small holes with removable shutter used for charging or re-

placement of fuel elements. Between the lid and the top box there is

tubular rubber packing which can be pneumatically expanded. The lid

is provided with rollers so that it easily can be turned into any desired

position.

A travelling girder for fuel elements consists of two aluminum profile

beams bolted to two end-carriages on wheels. The travelling girders

run on rails, one of which serves as a guide rail. The fuel elements

are lowered from the top of the reactor (Fig. 7) and are suspended

in rollers, consisting of a yoke between two wheels running on top of

the travelling girder. This has shallow transverse grooves spaced

5 mm apart for accurate positioning of the fuel elements. When the

elements have been suspended in the rollers, they can be moved around

in the tank and form different configurations.

The apparatus for neutron physical measurements runs on a

girder made of two U-beams. They are provided with a rack, which

fixes the position of the apparatus. The girder ends are bolted to end

pieces equipped with small teflon blocks, on which the girder can slide

along rails.

A travelling girder for control rods consists of a single beam

with its ends suspended in pivots. The beam is free to swing around

the pivots whereby damages to the control rods is avoided if two

travelling girders should collide.
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All travelling girders have position indicators consisting of a

pointer and ruler. With this arrangement it is easy to check the

position of the girders on the rails. The position of each fuel element

and control rod is checked in the same manner.

Girders and individual elements are operated from two opposite

sides of the top box from the outside. Both sides are supplied with the

same mechanical devices for moving the girders and the elements in

the tank. Through the windows of the top box it is possible with a

complete supervision of any operation inside.

A travelling girder is moved manually using steering wheels

located on both sides. The motion of the wheel is transmitted via a

gear box, bevel gear and magnetic couplings without slip rings to a

drive-shaft with pulleys for two wires. To these wires a device is

attached which hooks into the girder which is to be moved, where-

after the girder can be brought to desired position.

The individual fuel elements are moved by rods running through

the walls of the maneuver sides, four on each side. Each rod has a

casing, which fits on to a pin on the fuel element roller. When the

casing has been hooked on, the roller can be pushed or pulled to

desired position.

The RO reactor is intended for comprehensive studies of very

different fuels and fuel configurations. Therefore it has been necessary

to make the design highly flexible, which has sometimes caused complicated

solutions. The adaptability, the close tolerances and required freedom

from pocket formation in the pipe system etc. have in combination with

the technically functional viewpoints been irremissible demands.



Fig. 5. The reactor superstructure with travelling girders; (A) Maneuver side, (B) travelling girder,
(C) roller for fuel element, (D) fuel element, (E) positioning rod, (F) travelling girder for neutron
physical measuring apparatus, (G) travelling girder for control rods, (H) mechanism for control rods,
(I) control rod. "^
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Fig. 6. Inside view of the reactor top-box
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Fig. 7. Lowering of fuel element into the reactor tank
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The more important construction materials for RO.

Quality and designation |

Aluminium SIS 4007 1

Aluminium SIS 4120

Aluminium SIS 4212
(Plate and rod)

Aluminium alloy Hydronalium

Steel SIS 1300, 1310, 1311

Stainless steel SIS 2343

Rubber neoprene basis

pararubber basis

Plastics

Application

Reactor tank, storage tank, pipes with
50, 60, 7 5, 110 and 132 mm diameters.

Heat exchangers, top-box, pipe
flanges, consoles, profile beams, bolt
and nuts or jointings.

Flanges, bolt joints.

Rotating lid to top-box, consoles
for travelling girders.

Reactor frame, platforms, various steel
constructions.

Tubing, heaters, heat exchangers,
valves, control units, ion exchange column,
quick-acting valve.

Gaskets

Gaskets

Windows, hoses.
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Part II. . INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

by Georg Jonsson

Safety requirements at and around nuclear reactor plants is

usually one of the most important factors considered in the design of

the control system. In a zero power reactor like RO, the fuel contains

extremely small amounts of fission products, and any radioactive

fallout at a potential reactor accident becomes comparatively small.

However, this gives the only conclusion that the containment of the

reactor itself can be made relatively simple. The demands on the

instrumentation as a means of preventing criticality accidents must

still be very rigid.

Since research reactors of this kind are often used in rather

complicated experiments, the possibility of accidents due to malope-

ration, misinterpreted instructions etc. must be considered very

seriously. Experiences gained in other countries emphasize the im-

portance of this point.

General Presumptions

If demands on safety, flexibility and accessibility during

experiments are to be combined in the best possible way, it is not

enough to rely entirely on automatically operating safety devices in the

instrumentation, but also on a sensibly organized operating routine.

The latter point includes, for instance, theoretical consideration of

safety problems when the various experiments are prepared, and simple

and explicit instructions to the operating personnel. The possibility

of accomplishing such instructions depends in turn on the layout of the

operational equipment. It is quite obvious that the simpler and more

logical this can be made the more reliable the human factor becomes

during reactor operation.

The radiation dose, to which the core materials are exposed,

is relatively low, and therefore no special attention needs to be given

to radiation damage effects in these materials. Nor does the induced

radioactivity cause any particular problems at service and inspection.
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Equipment for Shutdown

The reactor is rapidly shut down by dropping a number of safety

rods containing cadmium into the reactor core. The rods are 25 mm in

diameter and 1.Z5 m long and are made of steel with a cadmium layer

near the cylinder surface. For each rod there is a separate drive

mechanism for lifting, release and deceleration (Fig, 8), The rod is

suspended in a steel wire and held in its lifted position inside a pro-

tective tube, as long as the wire drum via the magnetic clutch is

locked by the motor gear. When the current to the magnetic clutch

is broken, the rod falls in its wire and the wire drum is displaced along

its threaded axis towards a friction clutch. This starts functioning when

the rod is almost down and the fall is decelerated by an eddy current

brake with a permanent magnet.

The complete mechanism is housed in a steel casing, to which

is also fastened the protective tube. Four complete safety rod mechanisms

can be placed on each of three girders inside the reactor top box (Fig, 9).

Both rod mechanisms and girders can be moved horizontally.- Each

mechanism in its casing can also be raised if necessarry during

rearrangements of the fuel elements. However, due to built-in position

switches one has always full indication at the control desk that every

safety rod mechanism is in its position with the safety rod hanging

vertically.

In addition to the safety rods there is another means although

slower, to shut down the reactor: the.valve through which the heavy

water inside the tank can be dumped to a lower leveL This is also

included in the safety system as will be shown below. In that case one

particular "shutdown level" for the moderator is defined, at which the

reactor according to theoretical calculations is definitely Subcritical

even with an optimum configuration of the fuel. The fuel elements

can thus be moved around at this heavy water level without risk of

the reactor unintentionally going critical.

The "shutdown" level is indicated by a conventional DP

transmitter connected to the bottom of the tank. For the safety

circuits its signal is used for turning off a water ou;let valve and

also to brake the current to the pump movor. ' • ~
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Reactor Power and Period

Measurements

The very low power out-

put of the RO reactor can only be

measured and controlled by using

neutron flux instruments. In

this case there are three systems

of different types, each containing

two indentical measurement

channels. The duplication is made

for safety reasons.

Two identical pulse-

counting channels cover the power

range 10 - lO"1 W. In each

channel the neutron detector is a

fission counter containing U-235.

During experiments the

neutron multiplication within the

reactor core will change due to, e

rearrangements in the core or in

the reflector. These must be made

while the reactor is shut down

which means that it is a certain

distance below critical. One

obviously wants to prevent that

the rearrangements themselves

may cause such reactivity changes

that the reactor unintentionally

goes critical.

The reactor should there-

fore during shutdown remain at

such a low subcritical level (e.g.

by keeping the moderator level

sufficiently low) that criticality

cannot be reached even with the

optimum fuel arrangement in the

core. Even if the safety rods

L l M!T
SBITCH
" UP "

SAFETY ROD

PROTECTiVE
TUBE

Fig. 8. Drive mechanism for safety rod

(working principle)
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are readily available for scramming in case of criticality, there is no

guarantee that the reactivity changes are so slow that the reaction

speed of the automatic safety devices is sufficient to prevent serious

power transients.

Due to the manipulations in the core one often has to start up

the reactor without knowing precisely when it will go critical. This

means that safety considerations demand a somewhat unusually ex-

tensive instrumentation for startup.

Since the fuel elements will be arranged in many different ways

in order to study various reactor core configurations, it must be

possible to vary the number and positions of the safety rods in order

to obtain a suitable arrangement for each configuration.

The reactor should be equipped with a power fine control system.

It is then possible at a constant power level to make accurate determi-

nations of the critical volume of the reactor core.

Devices used for shutdown and reactivity control should if

possible not disturb the space distribution of the neutron flux in the

core during operation. The safety rods, when withdrawn from the

core, are therefore located completely above the highest possible mo-

derator level. The power level is furthermore not controlled by using

mobile neutron absorbers (as is usually done) but by varying the mode-

rator level.

The number of counts per unit time is a direct measure of

the neutron flux. In addition the system includes conventional

electronic apparatus for count rate and integrated counts measurements.

A trip unit gives a signal to the saiety system at count rate values

somewhat above the measuring range set by the operator. The system

is used primarily in the source range, where the reactor is subcritical.

Two identical channels for measuring the reactor period cover

the power range 0. 001 - 100 W. The detector is of the integrating ion

chamber type containing boron enriched with respect to the B-10 isotope.
-11 -6

It gives a current of 10 -10 A v/hich is measured by a reactor

period meter containing a logarithmic current amplifier and a

differentiation unit. The logarithmic tim •* derivative of the current is
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R O D M F . C H A N I S M I N
R A I S E D P O S I T I O N

A
GIRDER ON W H I ~. H
ROD MFCHANISM ARE
FASTE NED

Fig. 9. Position of the safety rod. mechanisms inside
the top-box of the reactor

thus obtained, and this is measure of the relative growth rate of the

reactor power. Trip units connected to the two quantities measured are

intended to cause different forms of alarm conditions in the safety

system.

This system is primarily intended for control of the reactor

during start-up, when it is needed to prevent it from going too super-

critical.

Two identical channels indicate the power level on a linear

scale in the range 0. 001 - 100 W. The same kind of neutron detector

is used as in the previous system, but the electronics consists of

linear d-c amplifiers, in which the measuring ranges can be changed

stepwise by a factor 10 and the amplification varied in very small steps

whithin each such range. A trip unit at the output of each amplifier gives a

signal to the safety system. The function of this system is in the

first place to give signals for shut-down when the power level rises too

high during operation and to serve as a power indicator in the reactor

poser control system.
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The different systems are interconnected in such a way that

signals to the safety system from one measuring system is blocked by

signals from another such system (Figs. 10 and 11). When operating

above 0, 1 W one has exceeded the range of the pulse counting systems

and it is therefore desirable to be able to turn them off manually. In

order to accomplish this they are automatically disconnected from the

safety system when the power, indicated by either one of the period

meter channels, reaches 0. 1 W.

During operation at a constant relatively high power level,

there is furthermore little need for controlling the reactor period.

The reactor scram signal at extremely short periods is therefore by-

passed automatically at a certain minimum value in one of the linear

power control channels in order to prevent unnecessary shutdowns

due to instrument faults.

All six neutron detectors are located immediately outside the

reactor tank. Special signal devices give an alarm when a detector

is moved from its correct position and when the high voltage supplied

to the detector is broken for some reason or other,,
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Power Control

A convenient method used in reactor power control is to let a

certain deviation from a present value of the power result in a certain

speed of the mechanism which affects the reactivity ( integrating control),

If there is no inherent temperature feedback in the system, a quite high

speed of this mechanism is required. It is usually desirable to have a
-5 . -5

maximum reactivity change per second of 50 * 10 - 100 ' 10

For reasons mentioned above, a method for power control in R0

has been chosen, in which the reactivity is affected by changes in the

moderator level. Evidently a comparatively powerful device is required

to overcome the inertia of the water if such a control method should

be as fast as desired. This makes it difficult to utilize the ordinary

facilities for water inlet and outlet.

There is also another reason for this. The total amount of water which

the inlet pump can supply is very large or in any event poorly defined.

The capacity of this pump must therefore for safety reasons be limited

so that the reactivity increase per second, even for optimal fuel lattices,

cannot e:

control.

-5
cannot exceed about 30 * 10 . This is rather slow for effective power

The R0 reactor has therefore been equipped with a special piston

pump for fine control. This pump, closely connected to the reactor tank

(Fig. 11), has a cylinder volume which is so chosen that it corresponds
-5

to a maximum of 400 * 10 in reactivity when the reactor is approximately

critical. With this limitation on the range of reactivity variation there is

no need from a safety standpoint for a speed limit, and the pump can be

made as fast as the regulating properties require.

As is ordinarily the case reactors it is also desirable to comple-

ment this fine control with a device for slow reactivity changes (coarse

control), with which the fine control device can be brought to its proper

operating region. For such reactivity changes r.pward, heavy water is

in this case pumped in the ordinary way into the tank manually, while
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adjustments downward can be accomplished by the control piston itself,

since it when close to its end position opens a dump valve. This is turned

off again when the piston has returned to its normal operating range.

The power level at which automatic power control is desired,

is set with the range and gain switches of the linear d-c amplifiers (Fig. 11)

The error in the power, i. e., the difference between output voltage and

a fixed reference voltage, is amplified and fed to the drive mechanism

( a Ward-Leonard system) of the control piston. This thus has the desired

integrating transfer function.

When manual control is used the position of the piston is governed

by the setting of a dial on the control desk, and the operator can accurate-

ly adjust this while reading the power error signal on a meter with an

offset zero. The actual position of the control piston during automatic

control can be read on the same dial, provided the "position error" in-

strument reads zero, and also on a magslip indicator on the control

desk.

Safety System.

The various measuring instruments will indicate if abnormal

situations arise during reactor operation. Standardized signals are

received by a central relay unit in the control room, which then causes

two different kinds of alarm signals depending on the nature of the si-

tuation. It can be either

a "conditional alarm" at a less serious situation; optical and acoustic

error signals are given at the control desk, and the operator should

proceed with suitable measures to correct the fault; or

and "unconditional alarm" in a more serious situation; also in this case

the nature of the error is indicated on a light panel and an acoustic

alarm will sound; furthermore the current to the magnetic clutches

holding the safety rods is broken and the rods wiUdrop and shut off

the reactor. Simultaneously the dump valve in the heavy water system

opens and the water level in the tank ^alls to the "shutdown level".
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Before an-unconditional alarm is revoked, it is of course necessary

that the fault has been corrected, but also that the water in the tank has

come down to the "shutdown level". The safety rods can then be lifted,

by pumping up water is possible only after that all rods are up completely.

The following situations will cause conditional alarms:

Any one of the six neutron detectors is displaced or
its applied high voltage disappears,

The doubling time of the reactor power, measured by any
of the period meter channels, falls below 20 sec;

High radiation level outside the reactor shield;

Unconditional alarm occurs in the following situations;

The mains voltage supply to the control systems fails;

The d-c voltage supply (48 V) to the relay circuits fails;

Wrong position or high tension loss for the neutron de-
tector occurs simultaneously within both channels in
the same type of measuring system;

any of the safety rod drive mechanisms is displaced or
r emo v ed;

the doubling time of the reactor power indicated by any
of the two period meter channels falls below 10 sec.,
and both linear power instruments at the same time
read zero;

Any one of the count rate meters in the puls counting chan-
nels shows a value 20% full scale deflection while at the
same time both logaritmic power indicators in the period
meter systems read zero;

the reactor power according to any of the linear power
measuring channels exceeds the preset value by more
than 50%;

a special key for reactor startup is not in its position
on the control desk;

manual reactor scram is actuated.

The unconditional alarm when the safety rod mechanisms are not in

their proper positions only holds for rod mechanisms connected to the sa-

fety system. The demand for adaption to various fuel configurations
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necessitates a key operated by-pass connection of each safety rod

mechanism. The determination of which rods to connect to the safety

system and their optimum position is of course made for certain

core configuration first after careful considerations based on calculations

and preliminary measurements. The keys to the by-pass connections

of these safety rods are kept by a responsible member of the operating

staff.

Protection agains malfunctions in the safety system itself has been

obtained in the usual manner, i. e., voltage supply failure, relay faults,

faulty connections, loss of air pressure to the valves, etc. will result

in an alarm signal.

Miscellaneous Measuring Equipment

The instruments mentioned above for controlling the conditions within

the reactor core is complemented by a few stationary -y monitoring in-

struments, placed at suitable positions outside the biological shield and

also by a simple device for detecting radioactivity in the heavy water

system. The most important function in surveying the various radiation

conditions around the reactor is taken care of by portable instruments.

Fully conventional equipment is installed for measuring the heavy

water conductivity, pH and temperature and to indicate the water level

and flow rate. There are also a rather large number of thermometers

for accurate mapping of the temperature distribution during experiments.

The experimental program also demands very accurate indication

of the water level in the reactor tank. A special instrument has been

developed for this purpose, which gives an accuracy of - 0.1 mm over

the complete range of interest (3 m). It consists of a water level tube

with 64 mm inside diameter and connected to the reactor tank on both

the water and gas side. The water level inside the tube is determined

with a specially constructed float suspended in a band which runs around

a wheel with a circumference o; .exactly 1 m. The wheel rotates with a

minimum of friction and is provided with a suitable counter-weight. The
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position of the float is read with the desired accuracy on a scale attached

to the wheel. The wheel and the band are made with compensation for

temperature changes, and the temperature of the tube is controlled at a

value, where the density of the heavy water is comparatively constant

with temperature.

The Control Room.

The instrumentation is placed in nine instrument racks in the control

room, A control desk is attached to the racks. All control gears for the

heavy water system, power control and safety rod mechanisms is located

on the desk. Lamp panels for alarm indication are placed above the con-

trol desk (Fig. 12).

A simple graphic panel for the heavy water system is located in front

of the control desk. It contains valve position indicators, signals from the

pump motor and the heavy water heater and also indicators for the water

flow rate and approximate water level inside the reactor tank..

Final Remarks

The fact that the reactor properties are expected to vary conside-

rably from one core configuration to another has posted particular pro-

blems in the design of the RO instrumentation. Two safety rods can, for

instance, in one extreme case affect the reactivity by the same amount

as ten rods would in another extreme case. The reactivity dependence

on water level changes near criticality may also in one case be ten times

as big as in another case. The latter condition makes the functioning of

the described power control system behave considerably different in dif-

ferent situations.

The above description holds for the final design of the reactor, in

which the tank is surrounded by a reflector and a biological shield. Du-

ring the initial phase of operation without reflector there will exist some

additional considerations. The most important is that one normally wants
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to operate the reactor within a low power range and that some extra

equipment for radiation monitoring around the reactor is required.

In conclusion may be mentioned that the partical experiences gained

at the design and operation of the Rl reactor have been utilized as pos-

sible.. This is especially true in the design of the safety circuits but

also in the choice of components for the various measuring systems.
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